Solution Overview:

Arial® Wireless Remote Annunciator and Transmitter

An Affordable Emergency Call and Wander Management Solution for Senior Living

Challenges

Every senior living community strives to protect the safety, security and dignity of the residents in its care. While emergency call and wander management solutions can help in meeting that mission, not every community has the complex needs or large budget for a robust software-based solution. For many, reliability and ease of use are the most important features.

Solution

STANLEY Healthcare’s Arial Wireless Remote Annunciator and Transmitter solution is ideally suited to communities that are relatively small in size and/or those that operate independently. This solution provides an affordable way to provide high-quality emergency support and can be paired with one of STANLEY Healthcare’s wander management solutions for additional functionality. It also makes it easy to address growing and changing needs—from adding more annunciators and transmitters to incorporating alarming for a more diverse set of safety and security devices.

How It Works

Each Arial Wireless Remote Annunciator serves as the all-in-one “command center” for up to 10 transmitters. The annunciator continually communicates with all connected transmitters and provides LED illumination, audible tones and text displays to annunciate and inform staff when an alarm is triggered by a resident or device. It also alerts when device battery levels are declining and issues supervisory alarms when communications with a transmitter are lost.

Each community can link the transmitters and devices that make the most sense for its needs:
- Arial pendants or fixed call stations
- Smoke detectors, motion detectors or door/window contacts
- Temperature and humidity sensors
- Other alarm inputs connected through universal transmitters

Benefits

- Simple, reliable, affordable
- Offers a high-quality, entry-level option for emergency call, wander management and related capabilities
- Intuitive installation and maintenance
- Combines audio and visual alarming to alert staff when there’s an issue requiring their attention.
- Supports freedom of movement for individuals at risk of wandering while mitigating safety risks
- With confidence that they can quickly call for and receive help, all residents enjoy more mobility, greater peace of mind and better quality of life
The Arial Wireless Remote Annunciator is compatible with all of STANLEY Healthcare’s wander management solutions, including RoamAlert®, WanderGuard® and WanderGuard BLUE. In addition to remotely annunciating any of these wander and door alarms, it can deliver pre-alerts when wander-prone residents are loitering near a monitored area.

Using the display screen, staff can easily program a name or description for each linked transmitter. That provides fast visibility to which resident is calling for help, where a wander-prone resident may be loitering or causing an alarm, or which part of the building needs attention due to a possible security incident. Label areas adjacent to each LED are also available for quick identification of the alarm type or location.

In addition to the 10 assignable alarm points, every annunciator has two built-in alarms: one to alert to tamper/battery issues and another for supervisory alarms to indicate missing or inactive transmitters. Each of these alarm types have their own LED and printed labels for easy identification.

**Start Strong**

To ensure a smooth installation—and support ongoing operations—STANLEY Healthcare offers the **By Your Side™** program. Through this program, senior living communities can gain 24/7 access to an online knowledgebase and advanced technical support, as well as annual on-site inspections and testing to help ensure the hardware is performing optimally.

---

**About STANLEY Healthcare**

STANLEY Healthcare partners with senior living communities to elevate resident quality of life with a unified suite of proven solutions that enable a safe and secure environment, allow for greater resident independence, enhance staff productivity and operational efficiency and personalize resident care. These solutions are complemented by consulting, training, implementation and integration services. STANLEY Healthcare is proud to be part of Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. For more information, visit [www.stanleyhealthcare.com](http://www.stanleyhealthcare.com) or email seniorliving@sbdinc.com.